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Introduction
This paper will analyze the impact of Creative Commons copyright licenses on the
international education market. Following background information on the types of Creative
Commons licenses available and how the system differs from traditional copyright, their use in the
international education market will be explored. Thereafter, beneficial and negative effects of the
system and impediments to use will be discussed, along with a comparison of the international
education market under traditional copyright versus the Creative Commons system.

The

discussion will lead to conclusions as to how beneficial the Creative Commons system is to the
international education market.
Discussion
I.

Background
A. Creative Commons:
The California-based nonprofit Creative Commons Corporation was founded in 2001 by

Stanford law professor Lawrence Lessig and colleagues for the purpose of creating copyright
licenses that would permit copyright holders to designate their works for sharing in ways that
copyright law did not ordinarily permit. First released in December of 2002, the six types of
licenses and a seventh full relinquishment of rights, offer Creative Commons’ users choices in
designating the shareability of their works. As founder Lawrence Lessig explained in a 2011
interview in WIPO Magazine, “it is a ‘some rights reserved’ model whereby certain rights are
reserved by the copyright owner and others are released to the public.”1

Its mission states,

“Creative Commons develops, supports, and stewards legal and technical infrastructure that
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maximizes digital creativity, sharing, and innovation.”2 Its existence is aligned with the rapid
growth and pervasive existence of the internet, and designed to allow sharing of vast amounts of
knowledge in what continues to evolve as a sharing economy.3
Presently at version 4.0, the six licenses and one hybrid designation/license are:
Attribution,

Attribution–ShareAlike,

Attribution–NoDerivs,

Attribution–NonCommercial,

Attribution–Noncommercial-ShareAlike, Attribution–NonCommercial–NoDerivs, and the CC0
designation. 4 Each of the seven has a three-layer design to facilitate ease of use and access.5 The
first layer is the legal code, written in typical legal license language. The second layer is called the
“Commons Deed” and is a layperson recount of the license. The third layer is a computer readable
version, including a summary of the key provisions of the particular license, written in the
standardized Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (“CC REL” for short), so that
materials with any Creative Commons (“CC”) licenses can be easily found through various internet
search engines. A license chooser computer program assists with a user’s choice of license.6
Creative Commons license designations are non-exclusive, and may be combined with other
licensing designations.7 They are also irrevocable, so not to be considered lightly.8
The first three allow commercial use of the underlying works. The Attribution license is
the most open, permitting others to “distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon” the work, provided
the users credit the author for the original work.9 The Attribution–ShareAlike license lets others
“remix, tweak, and build upon” the original work, provided they credit the author as well as license
derivative works under the same license.10 The Attribution-NoDerivs license allows the user to
redistribute in total, without any revisions.11 The other three licenses require uses to be noncommercial. The Attribution-NonCommercial license permits users to “remix, tweak, and build
upon” the original work upon acknowledgment of the author, permitting new works to be licensed
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on any terms.12 The Attrubition-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license is similar to the AttributionNonCommercial, except that it requires users to license their new works under the same license.13
The most restrictive, Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs, only permits unaltered noncommercial re-use, with credit to the author.14 The CC0 provision applies to a work to dedicate it
to the public domain with a waiver of all of the author’s copyright entitlements under various
jurisdictions’ laws.15 It also acts to disclaim all of the author’s warranties and liabilities to the
extent allowed under the law.16 Where a jurisdiction’s copyright regime does not allow CC0 to
completely place a work in the public domain, CC0 will default to apply a license that attempts to
achieve the same public-use purpose, granting any type of use, anywhere, for any purpose
whatsoever.17
This Creative Commons system is available internationally through its affiliate network
which includes more than 100 affiliates in 80+ jurisdictions throughout the world.18 Through
agreements, the affiliates act as liaisons between the Creative Commons’ headquarters and local
organizations, universities and individuals, to conduct research, public outreach, community
building and translations, and offer support to users. While the current version 4.0 has been written
to be applicable to most jurisdictions, prior versions were translated into over fifty localized
versions, differing only to reflect local protocol for expression and format.19

Regional

coordinators, who support Creative Commons communities in their regions, exist for Africa, AsiaPacific, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East 20
B. General Copyright Principles:
Traditional copyright law, on the other hand, is based on the national laws of the author’s
country, with similar laws for many through compliance with the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works and the Universal Copyright Convention.21
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commonly understood purpose of those laws is to promote creative expression through monetary
and reputational incentives.22 This is done by automatically granting to an original literary,
musical, film, software, painting or other similarly expressive work, certain economic and moral
protections upon creation.23 These protections include the author’s economic right to reproduce
the work in copies or phonorecords; publicly distribute copies or phonorecords; create derivative
works; publicly perform the work; publicly display the work; and, for sound recordings, publicly
perform the work by means of a digital audio transmission.24 They also include the author’s moral
rights to be identified as the author, maintain the work’s integrity, and right of first publication.25
Without either specific permission, licensing through a collective or compulsory licensing scheme,
or a fair use privilege, using an author’s or copyright owner’s rights in his, her or its copyrighted
work is an infringement for which both equitable and legal remedies and criminal sanctions may
be imposed.26
Originals or used copies of various course materials are sold through typical retail channels
like brick-and-mortar book stores and online vendors like Amazon, with each user needing to
purchase the appropriate permissions for ownership and use. Coursepacks, a collection of
materials individually selected by an instructor, are typically licensed through a Reproduction
Rights Organization, aligned with the International Federation of Reproduction Rights
Organizations to provide a collective licensing process for fairly consistent mechanisms
throughout the world to “protect and enable easy legal access to copyright material.”27
Compulsory licenses are typically not available for educational material in either developed or
developing countries.28 Fair use by educators and librarians, explained in the US Copyright
Office’s Circular 21,29 has limited application in education. The educational purposes recognized
under fair use include limited noncommercial instruction at nonprofit educational institutions,
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limited noncommercial study or investigation intended to contribute to a field of knowledge, or
the presentation of research findings at noncommercial peer conferences, workshops, or
seminars.30 Moreover, the permissible reproductions of literature, music and television programs
for educational purposes are very constrained in terms of quantity and number, making this form
of information sharing only suited to incidental items of study.31 Fair use could not begin to
provide a basis for the provision of learning materials in any long-term educational setting.32
C. The Vision of Creative Commons:
CC’s vision reflects the principles of global access to research and education, stating, “Our
vision is nothing less than realizing the full potential of the Internet–universal access to research
and education, full participation in culture, to drive a new era of development, growth, and
productivity.”33 Launched by Stanford University Professor Lawrence Lessig and others, its goals
included helping “artists and authors give others the freedom to build upon their creativity–without
calling a lawyer first.”34
Facilitated through the internet, Creative Commons licenses function as intermediaries,
creating a method for end-to-end sharing. They do this by attaching machine readable code
identifying works subject to the Creative Commons licenses, and also granting permissions for
greater access to the use, copying and distribution of the works.35 At the same time, they enable
other new intermediaries, one of which is the evolving open educational community. (See Section
II, infra.) Through use of the Creative Commons licenses, numerous higher education institutions
are creating free, electronic public learning communities available world-wide through the
internet. (See Section II, infra.) The practical applications include not only licensing of straight
academic textual information, but also of digital media, involving video, film and music, including
for remixing and teaching students how to be literate in these media.36 This large paradigm shift
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permits the dissemination of social leveling education, in the form text books, articles, and howto lessons, both in formalized courses and incremental modular segments, far beyond the campuses
of educational institutions.
II.

Creative Commons Uses in Education
Although begun earlier in Germany,37 two of the first higher education institutions to fully

embrace, foster and grow a Commons learning environment were Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (“MIT”) and Rice University, which began their programs in 2002 and 1999,
respectively.38 Other early users were Yale, Utah State University, Stanford University, Princeton
University, University of Michigan, University of California, Berkeley.39

MIT’s

OpenCourseWare, which draws on MIT’s tradition of open sharing begun in the 1950’s,40 is a free,
public educational resource available to faculty and students world-wide through an internet
connection.41 Its guiding principles are: (1) to provide free and open digital copies of sound
educational materials organized as courses, (2) to permit noncommercial use and adaptation under
open licenses, predominantly Creative Commons licenses, and (3) to limit certification programs
and faculty access.42 Currently it offers nearly 2,300 published courses from 38 departments,
virtually the entire MIT curriculum, contributed voluntarily by MIT professors, and has been
accessed by 175 million people, from every single country.43 It is even undergoing efforts to make
the materials accessible to those with disabilities, with the addition of subtitles to newly added
audio and video materials as well as retrofitting of some of the older material; 60 percent of its full
video lectures already have complete instructor subtitles.44 Its $3.5 million annual budget is about
half-funded by MIT, with the balance of funding from individuals and a myriad of sponsors
including foundations, individuals and large corporate sponsors, and in-kind contributors.45 This
budget supports its production costs, licensing costs, and staff, 12 of whom are devoted to
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publication and spend nearly 90 hours, in addition to 10 hours of faculty time, required to complete
preparations for each online course.46
In 2012, based on the success of MIT and other early free online higher education
programs, MIT and Harvard University launched edX, a large, public online course platform for
various online university courses.47 Courses through this program include those for which
academic credit or certification is offered.48

The course materials are completely open,

encouraging interaction among teachers and students alike.49
With MIT’s unfailing support for OpenCourseWare (“OCW”) in general, the platform has
also been embraced by other universities around the world dedicated to open education, including
80 universities50 in 49 countries51, through the Open Education Consortium (“OEC”).52 Its courses
can also be found through the educational institutions’ websites or through the Open Learning
Portfolio, which additionally stores and provides access to more than 30,000 courses from 280
providers, including educational institutions, educators, and affiliated organizations.53 Some of
those institutions include Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Tufts University,
University of Michigan, University of California, Irvine, University of Barcelona, Paris Tech and
Helsinki Metropolitan University of Applied Sciences. The course materials for all courses are
for the most part dependent on the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license.54 The focus of the
Consortium is to provide access to high quality education and training in a shared and collaborative
manner, to every single person, from wherever he or she sits in the world.55 By leveraging the
power of the internet, its mission includes providing the essential tools of education to each
individual so that society’s challenges can be solved. Its efforts are supported by The William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation and sustaining membership of 18 universities, including MIT and the
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majority of those listed above.56 In keeping with the spirit of the Creative Commons licenses,
OEC makes sure that “[e]ducation is available, accessible, modifiable and free.”57
Rice University’s program, known as OpenStax CNX (formerly Connexions), presents
information in learning modules which can be linked into courses or followed based on topical
relationships. The program’s materials are based on the Creative Commons Attribution license;
and, by 2005, the program already reported that “‘more than one million people from 157 countries
[had tapped] into over 2,500 modules and almost 100 courses developed by a worldwide
community of authors in fields ranging from computer science to music and from mathematics to
biodiversity.’”58 Connexions includes another feature that is facilitated through Commons
licenses. It permits quality control review by outsiders which provides assessments and ratings.59
Many courses are translated into other languages.60 Thus, this model as well is intent on
community-building.61
A program initiated by OpenStax CNX is Rice University’s 2012-launched nonprofit
OpenStax College, which offers free, peer-reviewed online textbooks (as opposed to CNX’
modular materials) under the Creative Commons Attribution license, reaching to date more than
540,000 students in connection with more than 2,000 courses taught worldwide.62 It presently
offers 15 college course titles and will add College Board Advanced Placement texts over the next
year.63 OpenStax acts as a role model for open educational resources, demonstrating a powerful
means for sharing knowledge throughout the global society.64 Use of OpenStax text books has
grown six-fold in the last two years, and has already exceeded its goal of saving college students
$120 million per year.65 Making access easy, OpenStax has partnered with various online
platforms and distributors for ease of access, allowing website pdf viewing, and in many cases
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note taking and highlighting.66 Funding is provided by Rice University, individual and corporate
donors, and several foundations.67
Berklee Shares is a less traditional educational user of the Commons licenses in that it
facilitates the study of music. It offers for free under Creative Commons licenses to all corners of
the world a sampling of its regular music lessons in guitar, songwriting, music theory, orchestration
and jazz, among others, while at the same time intentionally promoting what it offers on a
commercial basis.68 Some of the Creative Commons-based course offerings include guitar, music
production, music business, songwriting, music theory, jazz and orchestra.69
Another example for purposes of this paper is that of the Open Course Library (“OCL”), funded
by the Washington State Legislature and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and run by the
Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges.70 OCL is a publicly available
collection of course materials, including readings, assessments, syllabi and activities, created by
college faculty, course designers, librarians and other similar experts, designed to be used by others
under the Creative Commons Attribution license.71 Its goal is to decrease course material costs
for students (most materials are free, but some have minimal associated costs) and provide high
quality, adaptable resources to both on-line and in-classroom faculty who can pick and choose
specific offerings or adopt an entire course literature for their classes.72 OCL requests but does
not require that materials generated through adoption of OCL literature be licensed similarly as an
open educational resource under the Creative Commons Attribution license.73
A final example is that of the Internet Library, a 501(c)(3) corporation whose purpose is to
build a digital internet library which offers “permanent access for researchers historians, scholars,
people with disabilities and the general public to historical collections.”74 It began in 1996 with
somewhat limited donations, but now includes texts, audio, movies and software, along with
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services to adapt the materials to persons with sight and other disabilities.75 It offers materials
under many different types of usage rights, but Creative Commons licensing is specified and
prominent among them.76 In fact, Creative Commons established CC Publisher, a user-friendly
software utilizing a drag-and-drop method for marking content with a Creative Commons license
easily publishable on the Internet Library website.77
III.

World-wide Impact of Creative Commons on Education
A. MIT Evaluation:
MIT conducted its own OpenCourseWare evaluations for 2005 and published its findings

in its 2005 Program Evaluations Findings Report (“Findings Report”).78 In that study MIT
evaluated the demographic, geographic and technical profiles of those accessing the site; user’s
educational goals, correlating material and success levels; and the impact on user’s educational
experiences and the sites’ effect on educational practices worldwide.79 The evaluations from this
world-wide leader in open education can be extrapolated across many of the online educational
resources employing the Creative Commons licenses. The findings have determined in general
that, with some 175 million OCW visitors and over 2,260 OCW courses presently,80 with users
and materials of many of the ten translation affiliates and over 70 mirror sites potentially doubling
world-wide access, with other open educational resources,81 and, finally, annual user increases
above 50 percent,82 instructors, students and self-learners the world-over report positive impactsin
their lives.83

Among these are supplementation of educator teaching materials, enrichment of

students’ existing course work, and informal study for persons before, during and after formal
educational programs, including professional skills and knowledge augmentation. Self-learners
made up about 50 percent, students made up about 30 percent, and educators made up about 15
percent of the 2005 users, who, overall, report high satisfaction with the types and quality of
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materials available, from scholarly input, peer review, and frequent updates to materials
available.84 Significantly, OCW invites publication by all of the institutions involved of each of
their own materials.85 Printed and audio-visual materials are also available.86
B. Benefits Generally:
Formalized in 2002, “Open Educational Resources” was first expressed as a term to
describe the methodology for free and collaborative educational content at that year’s Forum on
the Impact of Open Courseware for Higher Education in Developing Countries sponsored by
UNESCO.87 MIT’s OCW is clearly a proven fundamental and important model fostering this
movement, providing critical tools and implementation resources. Also essential to these efforts
are the licensing tools provided by Creative Commons. In fact, numerous integral and supportive
foundations to the various open education platforms discussed herein, like the Ford Foundation,
the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, require
any grant recipient to release works under Creative Commons licenses to allow reuse and
adaptation.88 Most often through the Attribution license or the Attribution-NoncommercialShareAlike license, vast intellectual property has become available to the millions accessing
various open education teaching tools each day.89 Moreover, for the most part, this material
remains available for adaptation, collaboration and continual refinement.

Additionally, the

Creative Commons licenses include computer code making documents licensed thereunder easily
discoverable through internet search functions.90 Thus, access to resources beyond organized open
educational materials is possible.
One of the proven beneficial results of the Creative Commons license usage throughout
open education is the educator’s common practice of adopting or adapting content, including
combining it with other content or adapting it for relevant course structure and content.91 Through
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continued online publishing as well, the quality and timeliness of the materials are improved and
maintained. Many of the numerous open education resources proudly offer and encourage
modification of materials provided for personalization on behalf of individuals, large and diverse
audiences, or any other combinations that come together for personal and community enrichment
toward overall improved social well-being.92 Some of the reasons behind the adaptations include
making the material appropriate for the level of students, updating the content, make technical
adaptations for use, or fitting the material to the specific culture of use.93 This type of “living
document” is precisely what the CC licenses enable (with the exception of the No Derivations
license).94
C. The leveling function - Access to Education by All:
OCW and OER materials are used and distributed to students in both printed and electronic
versions (including on computers and mobile applications), permitting use by the learning
population both with and without access to technology.95 In fact approximately 20 percent
download content specifically to distribute to those who lack internet access.96 Fundamental to
global access as well are the vast translations that occur. At an online forum on OER sponsored
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (“UNESCO”) and its
International Institute for Educational Planning, such translation of OER materials was recognized
as an effective catalyst for developing-country educators to create original OER material in their
own language as well as share with others their unique approaches to teaching and learning. This
freedom to both reproduce and translate is also dependent on the Creative Commons licenses
which permit these activities.97
Uses by developing nations are critical to their transformation into developed nations.
Some of these areas include countries in East Asia, Western Europe, South Asia, Latin America
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and other regions. At the time of the Findings Report, translation affiliate agreements existed with
four universities to translate courses into Spanish, Chinese, simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese
and Thai. In fact, during the 2005 evaluation period, OCW use increased most dramatically, 170
percent, on the sites of the translation affiliates. At the time of the 2005 study alone, more than
16,000 volunteer translators from around the world were working to translate the MIT OCW
course material to Traditional Chinese, thus signifying the importance of this internationalization
within the OER/OCW systems. Also demonstrating the vast global reach of open education is the
housing of mirror sites established for the purpose of overcoming local bandwidth constraints in
numerous other developing countries, including developing nations Bangladesh, Brazil, China,
Ghana, Indonesia, Mauritius, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Uganda. Interestingly, economics
and democracy were the two most searched topics in 2004, with communication, computer and
math not far behind.98 Obviously great political ramifications are inherent in open learning, where
knowledge is educating users to become more productive and socially aware. Accordingly,
Creative Commons provides a bridge to a world-wide educated populous.
Regarding the impactful political ramifications of open educational resources, where
previously a person’s or group’s economic position and access to political power were large
determinants in their abilities to impact politics, culture and the marketplace, and they, in turn,
resulted from one’s access to higher education, now individuals and remote groups have the means
by which to educate and organize themselves around ideas affecting social good.99 And through
rapid feedback mechanisms built into much of the open education materials, the information can
stay up to date and relevant to present needs.
Another very positive use for open education under Creative Commons licensing is for health
education. An example of this is the 2010 collaboration by two universities in Ghana with
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educators in Africa and North America to produce health science material including clinical
demonstration images, animations, narrated videos, interactive case studies and testing materials,
all while keeping costs to a minimum.100
D. Developed Nation Use:
Developed nation use in 2005 was approximately 43 percent in North America, 21 percent in
Western Europe, and 15 percent from East Asia;101 however, with the intense use increases seen
in developing nations during that year, the proportion of developed to developing nation use has
likely diminished. In developed nations, while educational instructor and student access is strong,
substantial self-study access is from commercial entities and the US military, including particularly
high usage from the U.S. Navy, Boeing, Intel, Ratheon, Motorola and Microsoft domains.102
Reach beyond centralized OER materials exists as well. For example, New Zealand initiatives
include a campaign to promote Creative Commons licensing for school teachers’ works; a digital
access and discovery project by the National Library of New Zealand, and free university learning
opportunities, some of which grant formal credit. Japan, which has not as a nation undertaken an
OER policy, has an Open Courseware Consortium. And Finland has established the Finnish
Association for Open Educational Resources to increase recognition and adoption of open
education in Finland, also based on Creative Commons licensing.
E. Drawbacks:
While perhaps not so much the case for the materials provided by the many wellestablished higher education institutions, because of their time-tested ability to provide high
quality education, quality control is a problem for materials at-large on the OER system which
may come from other places. Findings show that some OER resources are unable to provide
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information in a valuable manner.103 Additionally, not all resources have built-in feedback
mechanisms, thus preventing their improvement where potentially needed.
Use of creative commons licenses for educational purposes thrives in large part because of
the support of non-profit organizations (“NPO”), especially foundations which provide vast
amounts of financial support for virtually all of the open educational systems.104 While some of
the institutions aligned with OCW and OER are private, the vast knowledge available under the
Commons licenses in connection with these institutions is materially supported by the NPO’s and
foundations. Fortunately, the NPOs are particularly well suited to the commons environment,
especially providing the infrastructure to promote free world-wide access to education.105 But
there is not any for-profit model which supports the OCW or OER systems, potentially limiting its
sustainability.
F. Impediments to Scheme:
US Copyright termination rights are a potentially un-ripe issue for Creative Commons license
assignments under U.S. law, as they give an author or specified heirs the right to terminate the
grant of a license like those of the Creative Commons at a time which is between 35 and 40 years
from the date of grant,106 and that 35 years has not passed since the 2002 introduction of the
Creative Commons licenses. Although there are ways around the reversion rights, like future
grants or judge-made equitable policies, this uncertainty leaves much at stake when this 35-year
period first becomes applicable to Commons licenses, perhaps necessitating legislative fixes.107
Additionally, contradictory, confusing, overlapping CC licenses can be problematic. For
straight access and use purposes, any of the Creative Commons licenses should work for education.
On the other hand, where adaptation and repurposing occurs, licenses other than the “by” license
will present varying restrictions for users. Likely the vast number of users will be unfamiliar with
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all the nuances of the various licenses, and also combine materials under different licenses,
potentially causing borrowed works under one license to be subject to another, leaving any
particular work’s rights uncertain.
Enforcement of these licenses is also an open matter, and inevitably more of the licensing rights
and consequences will end up subject to litigation, potentially complex due to a vast set of
international laws and tribunals which might weigh in as arbiters. There is very little legal
precedent for the enforcement schemes of CC licenses; only nine disputes are presently recognized
on the Creative Commons website.108 A US court has analyzed enforcement under traditional
copyright law,109 while German, Belgium and Dutch courts have upheld addressed CC license
provisions under breach of contract claims.110 Both copyright and contract law are potential
avenues for rights enforcement in the future; thus, depending on the paths followed by the
respective tribunals, varying results may lead to uncertainties in the enforceable rights available to
a CC licensor.
IV. Comparison of Traditional Copyright and Creative Commons within Education
“While the purpose of the copyright system has always been to promote the creativity in
society,111 it has the limiting function of preventing access to the means by which creativity comes
to be, education, because the rights of copyright holders in teaching materials act as an economic
barrier to access for many. Not only is access to educational material itself very limited by standard
intellectual property rights; so too is the revision, remixing and redistribution of works quite
limited by typical intellectual property rights.112 This is unpreventable, as copyright attaches to
original creative works automatically, upon their being fixed in a tangible medium of
expression.113 Thus, traditional copyright limits education to those who can purchase materials to
support learning either through self-study or organized instruction.
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On the other hand, Creative Commons, the aim of which includes rebuilding a public domain114
and increasing easily accessible raw source materials for use in new creative works,115 has
provided education for hundreds of millions, including many who would not ordinarily have had
access to education. It has done this by fostering a community where the essential component to
instruction, guidance through published materials, can be reproduced and distributed free of
charge.116 Important to its mission, it has also created functionality for retrieval of resources under
the Creative Commons licenses, by including CC Rel computer code for easy identification
through internet search engines.
Conclusion
Creative Commons licensing of intellectual property has been and continues to be instrumental
in creating a rapid, world-wide blending of formal and informal learning, and of traditional
educational activities and broader cultural activities, as well as an exponentially expanded reach.117
Clearly these striking impacts could not happen if left strictly to traditional copyright laws.
Creative Commons’ main benefits can be summarized as substantially increasing the global
population’s access to relevant, quality educational resources, fostering a far-greater collaborative
educational environment, and providing a means by which educational resources and creation
continue to advance and improve.118 CC’s open approach to information sharing and education
blends the efficiencies and global reach of the internet to provide wisdom to millions more
individuals in many more nations than would have access under standard international copyright
laws. In these ways a revolutionary paradigm shift is occurring.
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